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Developing Business-Focused IT Leaders
via Action Learning
Mosam: Hello everyone, I am very pleased to be here
to day to share with you Canadian Tire’s IT change
journey, and how Action Learning is helping us shift
our culture, develop leadership skills and improve organizational performance.
Before we start, I’ll provide you with a brief update on
myself. My background is mainly IT, yet I also have
experience working in the business. For five years I
worked in Marketing, specifically in the e-Business
division, where I helped launch canadiantire.ca and
managed its supply chain, fraud, and telephone call
center operations, as well as its technology development and operations teams. My current role is managing a team of business analysts and helping them
build their skill set to become more business-focused.
The experience I gained in the business area broadened
my perspective beyond operations and IT. I saw the
natural tension among these functions as I had to
manage them. I gained a perspective on how technology affects the business, and at the same time, how
technology can be leveraged to help the business.

Objectives
• Overview the Canadian Tire Corporation Context
• Introduce IT’s Change Journey
• Highlight our approach to building business-focused
leaders in IT
• Share the process and results of GPS Action Learning

Figure 1
Stacey: Waterline Consulting is a Minneapolis-based
firm specializing in learning-based approaches to strategic change. I’ve been privileged to work with Canadian Tire’s CIO and his management team as they
design and implement the IT change journey, which
is focused on building agility and alignment with the
business. The IT organization at Canadian Tire has
about 450 employees. A powerful part of this change
has been the Action Learning process and the results it
has achieved.

I’d now like to introduce Mary Stacey, who is here
with me today. Mary is a partner with Waterline ConObjectives
sulting, and she has worked with us throughout this
change journey.
Mosam: First I’ll provide an overview of Canadian
Tire (Figure 1). Then I’ll introduce the IT change journey and provide context for why we chose the path
that we did. Finally, we will discuss Action Learning and how it has helped us
achieve our culture change objectives.
Canadian Tire

Canadian Tire

is a growing network of interrelated
businesses...
452
stores

Retail
Retail Sales
> $7 Billion

PartSource
39
stores

Revenue
$6 Billion

Market Cap
> $3 Billion
Credit receivables
> $2 Billion

Figure 2
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Over 3MM
MasterCards

Total Assets
$5 Billion

Mark’s Work
Wearhouse
322
stores

Financial
Services

Petroleum
232
gas bars

Canadian Tire is a growing network of
interrelated businesses with about $7 billion in retail sales (Figure 2). Of course
we sell tires, but we don’t manufacture
them. We are Canada’s leading hard goods
retailer, and have a number of strategic
businesses: a large retail division, a petroleum business with gas stations and car
washes, and a financial division.
We operate 452 Canadian Tire retail stores
on a franchise model—our franchisees are
Associate Dealers. We offer customers a
large selection of national and retail brands
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IT Change Journey
IT Vision
– an agile team, aligned to the business, operating a simpler technical
environment with the appropriate standardized processes

IT Strategy
– the 2003-2005 IT Strategy is about developing our capabilities to
support CTC’s business strategy, and managing costs through
simplification and standardization of our technical environment

Change through Strategic Alignment
– aligning structure, capabilities and culture with IT strategy and vision

customers a choice of payment options, as well as increased loyalty rewards.
Canadian Tire’s retail technology is
replicated across all of our stores.
That is the primary focus of the IT
organization that I will discuss today.

IT Change Journey
As many of you may remember,
Y2K was a busy time for IT divisions. At Canadian Tire, it resulted
in a reduction of the number of business-focused IT initiatives.

Before Y2K, we had been working
on a large project to add new capabilities to our supply chain. We had
Figure 3
to put that on hold and put all of
our efforts into updating our systems
through three ‘stores’ under one roof—automotive for Y2K. However, the overall result was a lot of
parts, accessories and service; sports and leisure prod- pent-up demand for adding new capabilities to our
ucts; and home products—each of which has a large business.
share of the Canadian market. Canadiantire.ca, CTR’s
complementary online web store, offers more than Once the Y2K initiatives were complete, we refocused
13,000 products for sale via the Internet and serves as our efforts on the supply chain project. By that time,
an important communication channel to customers. however, we did not have a particularly good relationship with the business. Our viewpoint was often, ‘let’s
Canadian Tire also operates 42 PartSource stores, of- do what’s right from a technology perspective’ as opfering automotive parts to commercial installers and posed to ‘let’s do what’s right from a business perspecautomotive enthusiasts. These are similar to AutoZone tive.’
in the U.S. We entered this business a few years ago,
and are continuing to grow it.
Additionally, we did not have a strong performance
mindset. As conversation with the business continued,
Canadian Tire Corporation also operates 333 corpo- it became more apparent that we were not delivering.
rate and franchise stores across Canada under Mark’s We weren’t focused on what the business wanted us to
Work Wearhouse. Mark’s is one of the largest specialty do. That was the catalyst for this journey.
retailers in Canada, offering primarily mens’ and ladies’ casual clothing, footwear and accessories for busi- Our CIO, Andrew Wnek, had been in place for about
ness casual and industrial work environments, as well a year when outsourcing the entire IT department came
as for recreational use or relaxation.
under consideration. He entered into months of exploration—which turned into negotiation—with a
With 230 gas stations and 54 car washes, our petro- third-party vendor. Initially these conversations were
leum division is the largest independent retailer of gaso- limited to the leadership team, but over time IT emline in Canada.
ployees heard about them. The usual change manageFinally, Canadian Tire Financial Services, which recently ment communications were used, but employees bebecame a bank, offers a variety of financial products, gan to experience a high degree of discomfort caused
primarily branded credit cards, that offer Canadian Tire by uncertainty about the future.
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Employee trust, confidence and morale declined very
quickly. It was a difficult time for all of us, including
the IT management team. Senior management was
trying to understand how best to move the organization forward. However, the message back to the staff
about the likelihood of outsourcing was a difficult one
to deliver and a difficult one to hear. Trust suffered.
Months into the outsourcing initiative, the CIO made
a courageous decision. He walked away from the negotiating table. Once the decision was made, IT still
faced two significant challenges. The first was regaining employee commitment. In a change management
evaluation employees reported a loss of loyalty toward
IT, feelings of betrayal, and a diminished sense of belonging to Canadian Tire. They also identified a loss
in productivity and the development of a culture that
spent much time managing individual fears and rumors about the future.
The second challenge was realigning to the business.
As we began to think about this, it became clearer that
as an IT organization we did not understand what our
capabilities were—or needed to be. We had no clear
performance metrics. What were we good at? What
should we work on? What were our internal service
levels? What were our service levels with the clients?
We didn’t effectively measure those aspects of our business.
The IT leadership team stepped back and said, “Let’s
define our vision. What do we need to be?” (Figure 3)
They began to refocus the organization on becoming
a more agile team aligned to the business, operating in a
simpler technical environment with the appropriate standardized processes. They developed a few guiding principles around financial management, operational excellence, strategic alignment and people to guide
everyone’s behavior.
However, the loss of trust still haunted us. IT’s strategy is about building capability to serve the business.
The CIO created a People Program to build the culture and leadership that would build trust and help
shift us from our IT-centered perspective to one of
business focus and operational excellence.
John Harris, The Information Management Forum: You mentioned that IT was
working for technology’s sake. How involved
was the business in developing this new strategy?
H-1103

Stacey: Early on IT worked with a third-party
consulting firm. They engaged the business
in think tank sessions that gave the CIO a lot
of information with which he could craft a
strategy. I believe that the process of evaluating outsourcing opportunities also gave him
a tremendous amount of information that he
could use to understand what IT did and did
not do well in relation to the business.
The CIO has always been clear that he wants
IT to be significantly stronger in delivering
technology and play a key leadership role to
the business as well.
Mosam: I think that this direction is also confirmed in conversations with his peers in the
business units. He certainly has a good perspective on where the business is moving. He
does not originally come from IT, and I think
that helped him quickly clue in to where IT
needed to focus.
Stacey: IT used three models to design the culture
change journey. First, we needed to be clear about the
type of change needed. Not an incremental change, or
a transitional ‘from current to future state’ change, but
a transformational change that would dramatically shift
mindset and behavior.
The outsourcing decision had provided the wake-up
call for transformation. With a new vision in place the
organization could begin the journey and engage in
continuous learning along the way. The change design
had to be one that would be able to accomplish change
on all levels—individual, team and organizational.
Second, we used a capability-building model. We’re
committed to helping employees build their capacity
to change as well as develop their capability to lead
change. Farooq (Mosam) and his colleagues began
working with us a couple of years ago. We formed a
team of middle management change agents, and
helped them to work differently. People learned to
remind each other to ‘trust the process. We will figure
this out together.’ Two years later, Farooq and his colleagues can speak to the change journey and the gains
they’ve made with Action Learning; and they can facilitate it without a change consultant.
Finally, this change is about strategic alignment. We
have designed an integrated approach to change, and
focused on aligning the culture, structure and capabiliThe Information Management Forum
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Culture

Building Business Focus
Structure
• Strategy Map and organizational design, focused on building IT’s
relationship and alignment with the business

Capabilities
• Clarifying core organizational capabilities and services
• Developing individual capabilities and a more agile team

The overall transformation has involved strategies for people, process
and technology change,
and a particularly innovative part of it has been
the culture change initiative. IT has 45 middle
managers, and the CIO
saw the opportunity to
focus on them as change
agents. The best way to
build their capability to
lead change was to create a culture where they
could talk to their peers
about the business and
IT—and learn important leadership skills.

We developed a customized Action Learning program for the
ties to the IT strategy. I’ll provide a few details about middle managers. After being involved in Action
what we’ve done in the structure and capabilities areas Learning groups for two years, the middle managers
before we move on to talk about our Action Learning no longer ask, “When will it be over?” They no longer
initiative.
ask, “Where will we be when we reach our goals?”
They now know that continuous change is essential
Aligning Structure and Capabilities to Build to achieving the IT vision. Two years down the road
Business Focus
the managers are embracing the notion that change in
IT is business as usual.
In early 2004, IT went through a strategy mapping
process that began with clarifying the customer value Farooq (Mosam) will now provide background on
proposition. A cross-functional group of senior man- why we called our Action Learning initiative Getting
agers spent many hours in dialogue developing the strat- People Started (GPS).
egy map, and then used it to develop an organizational
design that brought IT’s structure into better align- Mosam: When we first started talking about this new
ment with the business (Figure 4). IT now has three initiative for the manager team, we asked ourselves
core areas: Govern, Operate and Deliver. From within questions: ‘How could we inspire our people and help
them take more effective action?’ We’d been hearing a
that structure, IT delivers its capabilities.
lot about the need to change—the benefits and reIT has spent a lot of time defining and developing the sults—but how could we actually do it?
capabilities it needs to deliver to the business. We’re
beginning to help employees understand the skills re- I remember the meeting I attended when Mary first
quired to deliver these capabilities so IT can deliver joined our group. I thought the ideas she presented
for ‘how’ sounded vague. The approach was far differeven greater value to the business.
ent from anything we’d ever tried at Canadian Tire.
Figure 4
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There was less structure
than we’d had with
change management in
the past—she was proposing that we help her
create something that
would be a good fit for
us. The more the team
members talked and
understood the objectives of Action Learning,
the better we understood that it had the
potential to provide a
wake-up call for
people, and the IT organization needed one.

Action Learning
Background and Definition
• In use > 50 years in large companies across North
America
• Popular use with middle management teams to achieve
‘middle integration’
• Structured reflection & peer coaching on a work
challenge to improve the effectiveness of future action
• Beyond traditional problem solving; enables leaders to
issues with innovative approaches

We decided we needed
address complex
an identity to go with
this new initiative. Our
company’s current advertising theme I’ll Start
With You shows up in
all Canadian Tire’s TV
and radio commercials.
Naming our Action Learning Getting People Started
(GPS) connected us with that, and in a subtle way
reconnected us with business strategy.

Action Learning
Background and Definition
Stacey: Action Learning has been around for more
than 50 years and is used by many companies to solve
problems, make progress on projects, and develop leaders. Waterline has evolved this approach to help participants develop the skills required to think and act
more strategically in complex environments. We’ve
worked with more than 30 companies, including
Millennium Pharmaceuticals, Fannie Mae, and American Express (Figure 5).
Waterline Action Learning is particularly effective at
integrating middle management teams, who often feel
as though they’re ‘stuck’ in the middle and pulled in
all directions. It brings cross-functional managers together to accomplish many things simultaneously—
stronger peer relationships, knowledge sharing that

H-1103

Figure 5
breaks down silos, individual leadership skills and a
sense of confidence in the middle management team.
Retail companies have interesting cultures. Some people
say “retail is detail,” which highlights their tactical orientation. I’ve heard people describe themselves as ‘action junkies’ without recognizing that an addiction to
action keeps companies locked into short term thinking and limits results. Action junkies tend to confuse
motion with progress, and that’s not a luxury that companies can afford. Action Learning teaches managers
that there is value in stepping back to look at the big
picture, take some time to become an observer of both
yourself and the system in which you work, and then
act in a more strategic way.

21st Century
Action Learning is the kind of leadership development
process we need in the 21st century. It goes beyond
training, team-building events, and curriculum based
leadership development. Today’s organizations are more
complex and facing more difficult challenges from the
competition. We’ve found that the Action Learning
process helps people learn the skills that enable them
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to keep pace with change, become
more strategic, manage complexity,
and develop leadership capabilities required by high-potential employees.
Now more than ever we need highperforming teams, which depend on
the transfer of high quality cross-functional knowledge. The value of intellectual capital is increasing. We have a
greater need for learning and less time
to learn. Action Learning addresses
these things.

Action Learning at CTC

Action Learning at CTC
‘developing leadership while working real issues’
A high leverage approach to transformational change:
•
•
•
•

Individual leadership capability
Cross-functional information sharing
Managerial relationship building
Organizational performance

Evolving with the culture
• Phase 1 — individual coaching
• Phase 2 — individual coaching and systemic themes
• Phase 3 — moving up and down the organization

Mosam: I’ll discuss my experiences
both as a GPS Action Learning participant and as a facilitator (Figure 6).
We launched GPS with 6 manager
groups, each with 10 members. We
were asked to make GPS our highest priority one
morning per month. It was blocked off on the calendar, no questions asked. If you had issues with attending, you were reminded that it was a program sponsored by the CIO.
Each group had a manager facilitator and an Action
Learning coach. The manager facilitators had an additional monthly session as well, to build their team facilitation and systems thinking skills. This group was
really the hub of the culture change in IT.

GPS groups were cross-functional and included 45
managers from areas such as application delivery to
infrastructure to consulting. Knowledge sharing was a
key objective. Broader and deeper knowledge helped
us understand the issues in the organization so we could
better collaborate to achieve results. These sessions also
helped build peer relationships. Now when one of us
calls to ask for something, we can put a face to a name
in the phone directory. The relationship building
helped break down many barriers within IT that were
slowing us down.
Our stronger relationships and increased knowledge
sharing led to better organizational performance, particularly in striving for the common good, which is
one of the key Canadian Tire leadership expectations.
We became more focused on the fact that whatever
we do well achieves a common goal for the business
and IT.
6
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Figure 6
Stacey: GPS Action Learning is one of the key culture
change initiatives. With each one we are connecting
people to the part of the IT vision focused on building ‘an agile team aligned to the business.’
We set aside a good period of time with our pilot
group to ensure they had both the mindset and the
skill set to support their peers. By the time we introduced GPS as a program, the pilot group had created
it with us. They were natural ambassadors for it.
Sponsorship is critical to any change initiative, and our
CIO’s sponsorship for this work has always been very
high. People have been a bit surprised by his determination that this initiative would take hold, and his
willingness to support it financially each time the manager feedback indicated it was working and they wanted
it to continue.
Early on, we had many conversations about whether
GPS should be voluntary or mandatory. We decided
it should be mandatory. Without a doubt, we had a
few ‘prisoners’ in early sessions. This form of leadership development is very different for people, and they
may not recognize the value of it prior to participating. We noticed that around session three or four the
light went on for most people. They saw the value of
the coming together cross-functionally, coaching their
peers and presenting themes to receive coaching themselves. Leaving the sessions with action plans made them
Building Business-Focused IT Leaders
via Action Learning at Canadian Tire

more aligned as a team and better able to be effective coach one another on individual challenges. Then, for
the first time we will integrate the Directors into the
as individuals.
middle managers’ teams so they can work together on
We’ve been through two phases of GPS. Phase 1 finding breakthroughs to some systemic challenges.
monthly sessions continued for eight months. We This is a marked departure from the peers-only frametook the summer off and then began Phase 2 for an- work of Action Learning. However, our Directors have
other eight months. We evolved the program in each been developing themselves and learning the GPS prophase. In Phase 1 sessions, individual managers received cess in their own Breakfast Café. Our biggest comcoaching around a challenge that was a real account- mitment is to build an integrated, effective manageability they were passionate about. In Phase 2, we pro- ment team, and we’re ready for this step. Our CIO
vided peer coaching for individual challenges for the and his VPs will join us at the 2005 Knowledge
first four months, and then each team explored a more Xchange. GPS groups will share their results with this
systemic challenge such as ‘How can we build IT cred- panel—and this time the panel will include represenibility with the business?’
tatives from the business.
At the end of Phase 2, our six groups shared their stories at a management team Knowledge Xchange, and
the learning we harvested is being rolled back into the
organizational change. For example, a Credibility SelfTest that was developed by one GPS group was shared
with all 450 employees at the quarterly IT Communication Session. Our language is also changing. Employees are now encouraged to ask themselves whether
an intended action is going to be a ‘heroic save’ (our
term for quick fix) or one that will produce effective
results over time. We are building think-before-acting
mindset into our action-oriented culture.

Session Snapshot
Mosam: Figure 7 shows an overview of an Action
Learning session. Each session begins with a team
check-in and review of the ground rules. Then, prior
months’ presenters provide an update on the progress
they’ve made as a result of the coaching they’ve received. Each session involves skill building related to
strategic and systems thinking and soft skills such as
coaching, listening, and presentation skills.

Imagine you’re this month’s presenter. You present a
theme, which is a real challenge that you would like to
We will begin Phase 3 in January 2005 and evolve receive some coaching on, and that you truly care about
once again. Managers will use the first four months to finding new approaches to. You give the team an executive summary that includes a detailed background, your accountability, who’s involved, and what you’ve
tried to do to move it forward. For
about the next 40 minutes you do
nothing but respond to the questions
they ask using the Waterline Action
• Check In and Ground Rules
Learning process. Initially the sessions
• Skill Building
feel quite structured as you all work
• Theme Updates
to master the process. Your peer
coaches use their questions to help
• Theme 1 Coaching
you ‘go below the waterline’ to ex• Theme 2 Coaching
plore your assumptions, see patterns
• Debrief
that are emerging, and then figure out
what it all means. Finally, they guide
you to finding the high-leverage ac• Nonnegotiable: confidentiality, AL facilitator, adherence
tions you will take after you leave the
to process, peer coaches
session, which will help you move
forward with your theme.

Session Snapshot

Figure 7
H-1103

Confidence with the process and
trust between team members can iniThe Information Management Forum
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tially be slow to develop. However, once
one of the individuals comes up with a
theme, such as—‘I need to manage up.
My boss is giving me all of these assignments, and I think we need to take a step
back. I need help developing an approach’—the team tends to open up and
have future conversations at a deeper and
more productive level.
One of the biggest payoffs of Action
Learning is the broader and deeper perspective that manager’s gain. They realize their colleagues can see the organization from different vantage points, and
that this diverse thinking is available to
them outside the GPS sessions. They also
see how others might address challenges
similar to those they face, and therefore
expand their repertoire of managerial
tools.

How Do We Know It Is Working?
Phase 2 Evaluation Results
– 88% participant response
– 81% stated that in a profit sharing company, GPS is a worthwhile
investment
– 91% state GPS increases cross-functional information sharing
and breaks down silos
– 89% state GPS develops relationships in the management team
– Strong recommendation that GPS be extended to the business

Figure 8

type of facilitation is different from course facilitation
or training. Action learning coaches are seasoned faciliStacey: The confidentiality involved in every session is
tators who can support the group in becoming more
a trust-builder, and people adhere to that. The Action
strategic and developing their individual leadership.
Learning process itself is also critical to success, and
takes some time for participants to master. Finally, both
How Do We Know It Is Working?
committed sponsorship and a peers-only environment
are required for this to work.
Mosam: How do we know that Action Learning is
working (Figure 8)? First, we’ll be clear that our CIO
There are some other critical success factors for Action
encouraged us to avoid the trap of scorecard thinking.
Learning. People ask whether we actually need an AcA needle on a dashboard doesn’t suddenly move during
tion Learning Coach in the room. Yes, we do. This
a transformational change. One day you
wake up and find that things are different. Customers are satisfied, work is beSummary & Next Steps
ing delivered more efficiently, and the
management team is acting with greater
alignment. One strong indicator of success is that IT is no longer on the Board’s
list of things that are broken and in need
of fixing.
• Evolution of GPS in Phase 3
• Moving Up and Down the Organization
• Change in IT: Business as Usual

Participants have given us strong indication that GPS is working and that they
want to continue to participate. 89 percent surveyed said it develops relationships
in the management team, which can be
tracked to more collaboration and faster,
more effective ways of getting things
done. Eighty-one percent of participants
said that, in a profit-sharing company,
GPS is a worthwhile thing to do. Finally,

Figure 9
8
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there was a strong recommendation that Action Learning be extended to the business side.

Summary & Next Steps
We talked a bit about our evolution in Phase 3 (Figure 9). Phase 1 involved only the management layer.
The Director team now has its own GPS, which we
call the Breakfast Café. Phase 3 will mix up the groups,
inserting some of the senior leadership members into
the managerial teams. Together they’ll work on systemic challenges such as process improvement, business alignment, or team agility.
It will be an interesting development, particularly the
way we translate the trust built among peer groups
into these vertically mixed teams. Hopefully, it will
break down certain perceptions about senior management—and open up the conversation at all levels. We
think of this as the last leg of our journey to build an
integrated, effective management team.
Phillis Clements, Allstate Insurance: How
many leaders have gone through that process?
Mosam: All in all, about 60 have participated.
We started groups at the middle management
layer, which includes our functional managers, project managers, business consultants and
architects. Now, the Director team has its own
Action Learning group, as does the VP level.
Allen Liken, Eastman Chemical: When
people begin to share best practices and break
down barriers, you begin to share information across the company. Have you built a
system or database to facilitate that? Is that a
part of this process?
Mosam: No, we have not. Given that this is
a culture vs. technology based approach to
knowledge sharing, it stays on the conversational level—and translates directly into the
action people take back in their roles. It is
building knowledge internally and soft skills
such as self-awareness, courage, and striving
for the common good. Some of these things
we cannot teach or write down, but we begin
to see the growth in employees and teams.
Inspiration and confidence come out naturally.
GPS is still offered only within IT, so we have
not included the business people yet. We hope
H-1103

to share our GPS success story with them in
2005. One of the other things that we are
thinking about is how to bring more of the
business challenges into it.
Likens: In IT, certain themes were repeated.
Therefore, you have an opportunity to share
best practices across IT.
Mosam: Absolutely, and this happens. It’s just
not stored in a repository.
Stacey: We are not taking a knowledge management approach, but more of a leadership
development and organizational learning approach. We are trying to broaden individual’s
perspectives of the system they work in, so
that work is done more effectively, and so that
managers have the capacity to lead in an environment of continuous change. All of this will
contribute to organizational performance. We
can identify best practices in each of these areas, and often do in our GPS evaluations.
Maura Purdon, Sun Life Financial: As you
were talking, it struck me as to what happened
in our organization. IT leaders will frequently
ask, “What is senior management doing about
issue X?” It is as though it is someone else’s
accountability. We should be talking about
the challenges of all leaders, and perhaps even
the entire staff.
The learning you have outlined equips the
middle management group with a new skill
and knowledge. This would not be as effective without proper sponsorship as well because you have worked on this for more than
two years. From my experience, that is a long
time for senior management to be focused
on a particular initiative.
Mosam: We’ve been fortunate to have a period of stability at the executive level to guide
us through this change. It would have been
unfortunate to engage the management team
in such a powerful change process and then
lose sponsorship for it. The organization has
now evolved to the stage that we are again
having conversations about sourcing strategies.
We are back to where we began, yet in many
ways things are very different. The way we
approach these conversations today is differThe Information Management Forum
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ent from how we approached them back then.
Our CIO speaks directly with the middle managers because he wants to explain, understand
their views, and be there to answer questions.
He wants to keep everyone in the loop, and
makes time to meet with our small GPS
groups. That is powerful because we see the
sponsorship, we see someone who is walking
the talk, and that inspires us as individuals that
much more.
Stacey: We had a different culture two years
ago, and the number one irritant for our CIO
was an entitlement mindset: ‘I will sit back
and wait for them to tell me what to do.’
That has changed in our middle management
team; they now have capacity and skill set to
influence the organization above and below
them.
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Mosam: I think that the questions that the
management team now asks our CIO are
richer than they were couple of years back.
We have built a level of trust within the team,
and with the organization’s leader.
Stacey: If the IT organization is going to be
agile and aligned to the business, its people
need to be flexible and accountable. GPS has
helped people to broaden their mindset. It has
developed some ‘hard’ leadership skills such
as managing change, coaching and facilitation
as well as hard to measure soft skills like
self-awareness empathy and courage—in such
a way that people are now acting far more
accountable for their own mindset and behaviors. They’ve been able to move outside
their silos and build a cross-functional team.
As a change approach, GPS truly does ‘develop leadership while working real issues.’

Building Business-Focused IT Leaders
via Action Learning at Canadian Tire

imf

®

information management forum

IMF Membership
IMF member companies have full access to all IMF services, including IMF events, IMF
‘Connect’, member reports and other content.
IMF Events
IMF hosts several meetings and conference calls each
year on a variety of topics, and additional meetings
are often added at the request of member companies.
To view this year’s full calendar, as well as selected
past events, please go to our calendar at
www.theIMF.com/events. All events are designed to
allow executives and senior IT leaders to share the
‘real’ stories with each other.

IMF Online
www.theIMF.com
– An updated calendar is available
in the ‘Events’ section of our
website at
www.theIMF.com/events

IMF Connect
– Members-only content is
Through IMF Connect, peer practitioners explore
available online using your
their key issues and challenges with each other in a
company username and
password
candid, ‘safe’ environment. Connect enables IT
leaders to understand and learn from the experiences
of their peers and others who have already ‘blazed the
trail.’ Member companies may view current and past Connects and submit a request via
the website.
Member Reports and Other Content
All IMF content, including member ‘case-study’ reports, meeting summaries, member
surveys, etc. is available online using your organization’s username and password.

For further information about IMF Connect or to initiate an inquiry, please contact
John Harris at jharris@theIMF.com or 770-455-0070.
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IMF Member Organizations

partial list

3M Company

FHLBank Atlanta

SC Johnson

Abbott Laboratories

Foley & Lardner LLP

Scotiabank

Allstate Insurance

General Services Administration

Sector, Inc.

American Red Cross

Georgia-Pacific

SIAC

Anadarko Petroleum

Halliburton

Social Security Administration

AnchorPoint

Harrah’s

Sun Life Financial

Automotive Resources Incorporated

Harris Corporation

SunTrust Bank

BankUnited

Hewitt Associates

The Hartford

Burlington Resources

Hewlett-Packard

The Scooter Store

Butler Manufacturing

Houston Metro

TIAA-CREF

Canadian Tire

Internet Security Systems

Time Customer Service

Charlotte Pipe & Foundry

JPMorgan Chase

Trammell Crow

Charter Communications

Lab Safety Supply

USAC

ChevronTexaco

Loews Corporation

U.S. Customs & Border Protection

CIBC

Lorillard Tobacco

U.S. House of Representatives

Citigroup

MAPICS

U.S. Pharmacopeia

Coca-Cola Enterprises

Markel Corporation

Verizon

Cox Communications

Mary Kay, Inc.

Verizon Wireless

Doris Duke Charitable Foundation

Milliken & Company

Waste Management

Dow Corning

NASCO

WellPoint

Duke Energy

Pegasus

Wells Real Estate Funds

EarthLink

Railinc

W.W. Grainger

Eastman Chemical Company

Relational

Yellow Roadway Corporation

Equifax

Rollins

FedEx

SAIC
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